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ABSTRACT. \Ve review and delail lbe use of lhe AC calorimelry lechnique as we have applied
it to the study of phase transitions. Thcory of operation, materials and electronic equipment
considerations are discussed in detail. Examplcs of its use in heat capacity measurements of t\\'o-
dimensional heliurn filrns at sub-Kelvin temperaturcs and bulk liquid crystal materials at or above
room lemperalur. are presenled. The high resolulion and usefulness of lhe AC lechnique are
evidenl from lhese sludies.

RESUMEN. Revisamos y detallamos el uso de la técnica calorimétrica de calentamiento alterno, tal
como la hemos aplicado para el estudio de transiciones de fase. Discutimos en detalle la teoría de
operación, materiales y equipo electrónico usado. Presentamos ejemplos de su uso en mediciones
del calor específico para películas delgadas de helio a lemperaluras sub-Kelvin y para crislales
líquidos a temperatura ambiente o más altas. La alta resolución y versatilidad de esta técnica son
evidentes de estos estudios.

PACS: 07.20.Fw; 65.20+w; 44.60+k

1. INTRODUCTION

Critical phenomena continues to be an extremely rich area of study. In particular, thermo-
dynamic measurements accuralely determine crilical exponents and hence are of great the-
oretical interest. The AC calorimetry techniqlle is ideal for the study of phase transitions
for several important reasons. Measurements of heat capacity are made at near equilibrium
conditions. This is crucial since much of the thermodynamic theory of phase transitions
is based on equilibrium considerations. It also allows the use of averaging routines and
total automation thus resolving remarkably small heat capacity changes. In most cases,
only a small amount of material is required to achieve a high resolution. Finally, strict
thermal isolation of the sample from the surroundings (as in an adiabatic technique) is
not required. Its implementation is straighlforward and adaptable to a variety of physical
systems over a wide temperature range.

The versatility of lhe AC lechnique is demonslraled by many existing studies on several
different systems. Studies of the low temperature properties of superfiuid helium films
adsorbed in porous glasses [lJ and graphile [2], superconducting films [3]' melting of
nitrogen on graphite [4], bulk liquid crystals [5,9], and free-standillg liquid crystal films [lOJ
are a few such examples. It will be further established by the work presented here.
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In what follows, we highlight the main features of the AC teehnique as used in our
laboratory. In Seet. 2 we briefly diseuss the theory. Experimental details including the
eleetronie equipment used are presented in Seet. 3. Typieal data obtained using this
teehnique on low temperature heat eapacity studies of helium films adsorbed on anopore
membranes is shown in Sect. 4. Also included are heat eapacity results obtained from
our studies at the seeond order smeetric-A to nematic (AN) and at the weakly first
order nematie to isotropic (NI) phase transitions for bulk 8CB liquid erystal. Our data is
eontrasted to data obtained using another ealorimetrie method on this same system. A
brief summary is presented in Sect. 5.

2. THEORY

2.1 Fundamental principies

The AC ealorimetry teehnique was originally introdueed by Sullivan and Seidel [111 in
1968. In this teehnique, sinusoidal heating by a voltage of frequeney fv is applied to the
sample of interest inducing temperature oseillations of frequeney 2fv. The heat eapacity
of the sample is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the temperature oseillations.
The derivation given below is geometry independent, ¡.e., the loeations ofthe applied heat
and the sensing of the resulting temperature oseillations is unimportant provided eertain
requirements are meto
A sehematie representation of a physieal system is shown in Fig. 1. It eonsists of a

heater and thermometer attaehed, by a thermal eonduetanee Kh and Ke and having heat
eapacities Ch and Ce respeetively, to a eell. The sample, of heat eapacity C•• is linked
by Ks to the eell. The entire assembly: sample, eell, heater, and thermometer, of total
heat eapacity C, is linked externally to a regulated thermal bath by a eonduetanee, Kb.
A heating voltage, Q = Qo(eos(wvt))2, where w. = 21rfv is the angular voltage frequeney,
is applied through the heater. This induces thermal oseillations of amplitud e T"" at an
angular frequeney, w = 2w•.
From the solution of the thermal equations of a one-dimensional model for aplanar

sample with finite eonduetivity [121, the temperature as measured at the thermometer is
given by

1

Te = Th+ 2~;b+ 2~~ [1+ (w~ej2+w2(r¡ +r~ +rs2)r' eos(wt -o). (1)

n is the bath temperature; the seeond term is identified as Tde, the sample temperature
resulting from the rms heating, while the last ter m is the indueed temperature oscillations.
The amplitude of the oscillations can be east in the form

'T' Qo ( 1 2 2)-4,,,,,=-C 1+2"2+wr¡ ,2w W Te
(2)
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bath

FIGURE 1. The physical system showing the respective thermallinks Corthe sample, thermometer,
heater, and bath. The cell is assumOOto have a negligibly small internal time constant, i.e., low
heat capacity and high thermal conductance, and can be treatOOas a "short". The addendum heat
capacity consists oC the cell, heater, thermometer, and adhesives.

with the relaxation times defined by

Co
T(}=-,

Ko
and C.

78 = [(8' (3)

where T¡2 = (Ti + T~ + T;) is the combined internal time constant of the thermometer
(11), heater (h), and sample (s). It is the time required for the entire assembly to reach
equilibrium with the applied heat. The cell is assumed to act like a "short" for the heat,
a point of high thermal conductance and low heat capacity; its associated time constant
is thus ignored. In the helium work, the cell is a thin brass cup; in the ¡¡quid crystal work,
a sapphire disk. The external time constant, Te, is the time required to reach equilibrium
with the regulated bath.

There is also a phase shift between the applied heat and the resulting thermal oscilla-
tions, a, and is given by

(
1 )-1

Itanal = - -WT: ,
WTe

(4)

where T: = (TO+ 1), + T.). The phase shift is related to both the heat capacity and the
thermal conductive properties of the entire system. Using Eqs. (3) and (4) and since the
external time constant is typically temperature independent and can be measured sepa-
rately, one can solve for K., the sample thermal conductance. re the thermal conductances
and heat capacities of the thermometer and heater are small and nearly constant, i.e.,
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B = ro + 1), S!!constant, t hen, K. may be written as

[
1 1 ] -1K -C --B-• - • (w2re ) wltanol (5)

Hence, ip addition to heat capacity measurements, information regarding the thermal
conductance may be simultaneously acquired. Ours and other researcher's work [13} indi-
cates that there is a typical phase shift signature associated with the order of the phase
transition.
Equation (2) is an exact expression for the total heat capacity. However, by operating

at a frequency su eh that the internal and external time constants do not dominate T""
an approximation can be made which greatly simplifies the relation between T", and e.
This approximation may lead to a small error in the absolute heat capacity without loss
of sensitivity to small changcs. If 1he imposl'd oscillations are at a frequency "slower"
than the sample internal equilibration time but "faster" than the external equilibration
time (so that a negligible amount of heat is lost to the bath), then

Solving for e from Eq. (2)

1 1- <w <-.
Te 11

eS!!~.
2wT",

(6)

(7)

The external time constant is controlled by tailoring the thermal link lo lhe bath. It is
usually made by thermally anchoring the heater and thermometer electrical leads to a
temperature controlled reservoir. This thermal link, on the order of 10 to 100 seconds,
is easily adjusted by selecting the appropriate material, length and cross-section for the
¡eads.
Adjustment of the internal time constant is not as straightforward as it strongly depends

on the thickness oC the sample (the time constants of the thermometer and heater links
are again neglected). If the sample thickness is less than the thermal diffusion length given
by

1= V2K
•
A

wCs'
(8)

where K, is the sample thermal conductance, e, its heat capacity and A is the cross-
sectional area of the sample, then, the right and side of Eq. (6) is satisfied. Once satisfied,
the location of the applied heat and the measurement of temperature beco mes unimpor-
tant, i.e., the systcm is now geometry independent. Note that the heat capacity increases
linearly while the thermal conductance depends as L -1, with thickness (L). For example,
the internal time constant fol' a sample halC as thick, is a factor of 4 shorter.
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FIGURE 2. Typical frequency scans for the low temperature (above) and the liquid crystal (below)
calorimeters.

Experimentally, it is possible to verify if the requirements of Eq. (6) are satislied by
means of a frequency sean. Such a frequency prolile is determined by maintaining the same
voltage amplitude oscillations at constant temperature while sweeping the frequency and
measuring the resulting temperature oscillations. A plot of fvTa< versus fv, for a well
designed cell, will typically show a "plateau". The plateau indicates the region where
the heat capacity will be frequency independent and neither time constant plays a major
role (see Fig. 2). The wider the plateau, the smaller the error associated with the use of
Eq. (7).

If the amplitude of the applied heat is the peak power dissipated at the heater, Qo =
Pp = (Vp)2 / R = Ppp/4, by a voltage Vp applied to a resistance R, then, Eq. (7) can be
cast in the form

e = Ppp

32vÍ21rfvT a< (rms)
(9)

The addendum heat capacity (cell, thermometer, heater and adhesives) is measured with-
out the sample and subtracted from measurements with the sample presento As in any
other heat capacity measurement, the addendum heat capacity should be kept to a min-
imum in order to maximize sensitivity. This is even more important in the AC technique
as a large addendum may lead to a lack of a frequency plateau, or, require an operating
frequency too low for lock-in amplilication. We close by noting that the AC technique is
not suitable to study a lirst order phase transition because of its oscillatory nature. This
is due to the sharp discontinuity in the heat capacity at such a transition. As the system
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reaches equilibrium at a new temperature, it spontaneously goes through the transition.
At most, a step in the heat capacity might be observed at the transition.

2.2. Thermometry

As evident from Eq. (9), an accurate determination of the temperature osciBations is
of primary importance. The oscillations are usuaBy detected with a DC current biased
resistor. The absolute temperature is obtained from the calibration of the thermometer,
usually as a function of resistance, T = f(R), or, equivalently, due to the DC bias, as
a function of voltage. Differentiating, dT/dR = df(R)/dR = g(R), or dT = g(R) dR.
In the limit of small temperature oscillations, T"" 90! dT. The temperature about which
the sample is oscillating is given by f( (R)), where (R) is the average resistance oC the
thermometer. In terms of the voltage drop across the thermometer, dR = dV/ J, or,
dT = g(Vdc/ I)V",,/ J, where dV 90! V"" and Vdc is the voltage across (R), i.e., Vdc = J(R).
The function f(R) is empirically determined for each sensor used. For carbon flake

thermistors, useful in the room temperature work, we have Cound that

~ =L An log(R)n = Ao + Al 10g(R) + A210g(R)2 + ... (10)

works rather well. Over the same temperature range, a platinum thermometer can be lit
by T = ¿AnRn. The best lit is chosen as the one with the lowest chi-sqllare with the
least number oC coefficients, oCten between 4 and 7.
Speer carbon thermometers, useful at low temperatures, are calibrated against a factory

calibrated germanium thermometer as a function oC voltage Cor severa! different bias
currents. This is done to avoid selC-heating (Joule's heating) at low temperatures and
to maximize the sensitivity at higher temperatures where dR/dT decreases sharply. A
carbon resistor is typically lit to 10g(T) =¿An(log(v))n. Since the induced temperature
oscillations are obtained from the derivative of the temperature, Crom Eq. (10),

where R'h = (R) Cor the thermistor and T is the temperature is given by Eq. (lO). Substi-
tuting Eq. (11) in Eq. (9) allows calculation oC the heat capacity in terms oC measurable
quantities:

(12)

3. INSTRUMENTATION

A block diagram of the electrollic cquipmcnt uscd in our applicatioll of the AC calorimetry
is shown in Fig. 3. The ceB, weakly anchored to a bath reglllated at a temperature To, has
a heater to induce small temperature oscillations on the sample while raising its average
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FIGURE 3. Sehematie diagram oC the instrumentation used Corboth systems. L1A is a loek-in
amplifier, DMM are digital multimeters.

temperature t:>.T aboye the bath. The magnitude oC the oscillations is detected by the cell
thermometer. Scanning the cell temperature by changing the temperature of the bath,
one obtains the heat capacity oC the sample as a function of temperature.

Evidently, temperature control is extremely importanl. In our work, the regulated tem-
perature stability oC the bath is betler than lOO ¡tK Cor the liquid crystal work and on the
order of a few ¡tK at low temperatures. Resistance thermometry provides the simplest and
most convenient measurement and control of temperature. We have achieved the necessary
temperature regulation using several resistance bridgesjtemperature controllers combina-
tions such as the Quantum Design [14] Digital RjC Bridge model 1802, Lakeshore [15]
Temperature Controller model DRC-93C, and the Linear Research [16] AC-Resistance
BridgejTemperature Controller models LR-400jLR-130. We have also employed home
made AC resistance bridges using a ratio transformer and a lock-in amplifier as the null
detector. These provide excellent temperature stability and sensitivity for a variety of
sensors, including carbon f1ake thermistors [17]' platinum thermometers [15,18], germa-
nium resistors [15], and ruthenium oxide resistors [18]. These controllers offer different
computer control programming features; all of them use Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) control action [19], eliminating set point offset, deviation, and overshool.
The cell thermometer has been measured in two ways, both involving a DC current

bias. The first method uses a digital multimeter in resistance mode, naturally applying a
constant excitation current to the sensor. Although of excellent current stability, in sorne
cases, it may require an expensive multimeter and the range oC available currents if oCten
limited. The second method uses an external current source. The voltage drop across the
sensor is read with an inexpensive voltmeter. This allows customization of the applied
current. Mercury battery operated current sources have the added advantage of isolation
from 60 Hz noise. We have used digital multimeters from lIewlett-Packard [20], Keithley
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Inst. [21] and John Fluke Mfg [221.1'hey are all versatile, reliable and offer convenient
computer control programming and interfacing options. Other features inelude internal
noise filtering, signal averaging and 5 to 7 digit accuracy. As mentioned earlier, whether
using a multimeter in resistance mode or a current source, care should be take in that no
self-heating of the thermometer, causing erroneous absolute temperature readings, occurS.
1'0 minimize it, the power dissipated at the cell thermometer is often kept a factor of 100
to 1000 smaller than the power dissipated at the cell heater.
1'0 induce the thermal oscillations we use a wave-form generator operating at the proper

frequency (as determined from a frequency scan) and a peak-to-peak voltage for the
desired amOl1nt of power. \Vavetek [23] signal generators have proven to be very stable
in amplitude and frequency. 1'he magnitude of the temperature oscillations is dependent
on how strong a function of temperature is the sample's heat capacity. Away from a
transition, one can afford larger oscillations than near a transition where, due to the
rapid heat capacity changes with temperature, rounding will be introduced. Recalling
their relation with the temperature derivative, it is however always better to keep them
at a minimum.
1'he signal from the thermometer consists of a DC voltage (often in the millivolt range)

mixed with AC oscillations (in the microvolt range). It is read directly and averaged
with a multimeter to obtain the absolute temperature ((R) or Vdc); it is also fed to a
pre-amplifier. Here, the DC component is removed while the AC component is amplified
and filtered. \Ve use a low noise EG&G 113 pre-amp [24), which provides user adjustable
linear amplification with selectable high and low frequency roll offs. 1'he selectable roll
offs allow the amplifier bandwidth to be narrowed about the frequency range of interest,
increasing the stability of the signal output. The amplified signal is then fed to a low
freql1ency lock-in amplifier operating at 40 or 100 seconds time constant (depending on
freql1ency) for signal averaging. A reference signal for the lock-in amplifier can be provided
in one of four ways; splitting the signal generator output driving the cell heater, the signal
generator TTL output, a separate signal generator, or the internal oscillator of the lock-in.
For the first two methods, the lock-in must operate in 2f mode. The last two methods
require the reference to be in phase with the applied power signal, in which case the
lock-in operates in 1f mode. We typically use the 1'1'L output of the generator and the 2f
mode of operation.
In our studies, we have used an Ithaco 399 [251and EG&G 5210 dual-phase lock-

in amplifiers. The main difference between these models is the Iimiting low frequency
detection. The Ithaco has a low frequency Iimit of 0.05 Hz as compared to 0.5 Hz for the
EG&G. 1'he latter, a digitallock-in amplifier ineludes GPIB interfacing and offers a wide
range of computer controllable parameters. 1'he Ithaco requires an additional coupler to
achieve similar computer control. A recently available lock-in amplifier, EG&G 5302, may
now be used to frequencies as low as 1 mlIz. We note that we have been able to digitize
our signals and thus eliminate the need of a lock-in amplifier. However, longer averaging
times were required to obtain the same data quality.
The in phase output of the lock-in is averaged with a multimeter (usually and HP 5248)

and provides the magnitude of the voltage oscillations, Vaco The out of phase output of
the lock-in amplifier is also averaged with a multimeter and it is a measure of the phase
shift, <>, between the applied and induced oscillations.
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The central component of the system is the computer. It is responsible for signal aver-
aging, data storage and automation of the entire system through the GPIB (IEEE-488)
standard interface. Specific duties, such as temperature control and voltage of resistance
measurements, are left to dedicated de vices. After waiting a specified time for the system
to come to eqllilibrium with a new bath temperature, and, allow the lock-in amplifier to
stabilize, averaging begins on R'h and Vac in blocks equivalent to one or two time constants
of the lock-in (usually 125 seconds). A block average is compared to the previous block
average and if the difference is within custom specified limits, 0.01 to 0.03%, then, the
data taking routine starts. Otherwise, the process of block averaging repeats until stable
conditions are achieved. The strictness of the specified limits depends on the long term
drifts associated with a particular experimental setup. The data taking routine continues
the averaging of 1lth, Vac and er over a specified number of points. Each point corresponds
to one reading of R'h, Vac and er. Once completed, the averages are saved to a file, a new
bath temperature set and the process begins again. Depending on the application, 3000
data points are averaged after a 5 to 10 minute wait. Data is taken at points 10 mK
apart, or less if near a transition. At low temperatures, more closely spaced data can
be easily obtained. Given the thermal characteristics, computer speed is unimportant. A
286/12 MHz computer with math co-processor more than satisfies any speed requirements.

Many programming languages allow user defined graphics windows for plotting numer-
ical input. We simultaneously display each de vice output, monitoring the experiment's
progress in numerical and graphical formato Our control program also has an interrupt
feature which allows the user to manually operate the experimento

4. EXPERIMENTAL

4.1. Liquid helium film.

The temperature range in this work is 0.05-2 K, achieved with a dilution refrigerator. The
calorimeter was constructed as follows. For the cell temperature sensor we used carbon
resistors such as Speer™, Allen-BradleyTM and Matsushita TM, as well as electrically con-
ducting carbon paint, Electrodag 501 [26-28). These sensors provide the needed sensitivity
and reproducibility as long as they are kept at low temperatures « 77 K). It is common
practice to shave down carbon resistors and remove the bakelite coating to reduce their
heat capacity contribution. The power dissipated at the cell thermometers is typically
in the nW-pW range. We found that commercially available current sources introduce
unwanted ground loops, causing the thermometry to be noisy. Instead, mercury battery
powered OC current sources with high resistance metal film resistors were built with
switchable is one word current levels in the nA range.

The calorimeter is vacuum tight. The cell consists of inner and ollter brass cups, 2.1 cm
in diameter and 0.05 mm thick, fitting snugly inside each other. The substrate onto which
helium films are adsorbed, Anopore membranes [291, are disks, 60 ¡tm thick with 0.2 jlm

diameter cavities stacked aboye one another within the cups. The cell is sealed along the
edge with Emerson Cummings [30J 2850 epoxy. Helium is admitted to the cell throllgh
a 0.15 mm 1.0., 46 cm long coiled cupronickel (or stainless steel) capillary previollsly
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soldered to one face of the cell. The heater is made of 28 n/cm Evanohm™ wire, 18 cm
long glued with CE varnish [311 to the opposite face of the cell. !ts electrical connection
is through 0.03 mm diameter copper leads providing an external time constant ranging
between 20 and 50 seconds, mostly depending on the heat capacity of the sample. The
thermometer, glued with CE varnish to one face of the cell, is a shaved down (0.8 mm
thick) Speer carbon resistor with a nominal room temperature resistance of 470 n. Af-
ter shaving, it reads 800 n. The Speer thermometer was calibrated against a calibrated
Lakeshore Cryotronics germanium resistan ce thermometer ancho red at the platform, us-
ing several OC bias currents between 37-495 nA over the temperature range 0.1-2 K.
Its electrical connections are two 0.05 mm diameter phosphor bronze leads. Phosphor
bronze is used because of its poor thermal conductivity and hence it does not shorten the
external time constant. Although the feed capillary, thermometer and lleater leads are all
thermally anchored to an experimental platform (regulated bath) in the refrigerator, the
main thermal link is through the heater leads. The data shown here was obtained with
Iv from 0.05 to 2.0 Hz range, I'W power dissipated at the cell heater and nA OC bias of
the cell thermometer. The induced oscillations ranged between 10 and 1000 I'K.
To determine the operating characteristics of the calorimeter, power was applied to the

cel!. The sample temperature was kept approximately 50 mK aboye the regulated bath
temperature, To. By changing frequency, a plateau extending from 0.7 to 5 Hz was found.
The frequency sean was repeated at several temperatures bracketing the temperature
range of the measurements and an operating frequency chosen. In sorne cases, usually
when a large heat capacity peak was present, two or more frequencies were used. Data
taken at different frequencies was overlapped to insure a perfect matching.
I1aving established the operating frequency, the cell is cooled to the lowest tempera-

ture, 0.1 K. Power into the cell is gradually applied unti! there are measurable thermal
oscillations induced in the cel!. The temperature of the cell is then changed by gradually
increasing the regulated bath platform temperature. As the heat capacity increases and
the oscillations amplitude decreases, more power is applied. Again, data taken at different
power levels is overlapped. If the amount of helium in the cell was changed to produce a
different film thickness, frequency scans were repeated, and as needed, a different operating
frequency used.
Prior to adsorbing helium films in the cell, the addendum heat capacity was measured.

This is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 4. This configuration has a total addendum
heat capacity of 4.5 I'J/K at 0.5 K. Heat capacity data was taken from 0.1 to 2 K and,
depending on the features observed, data was spaced every 2-5 mK or 30-50 mK. A
selection of heat capacity data for helium films confined in the 0.2 I'm cylindrical pores
of Anopore membranes are also shown in Fig. 4. Although not fully appreciated from the
figure, changes of 1% aboye the addendum are resolvable given the 0.1% data scatter.
The data shown illustrates the high resolution of the technique.

4.2. Liqllid crysta/ .•

The high temperature calorimeter is designed for versatility and ease of liquid crystal
sample placement. A solid brass cylinder is machined such that there is a concentric
cylindrical cavity with one open end creating a "ring". The temperature of this ring
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FIGURE 4. Heat eapcity results for severa!'He filmsadsorbed in Anopore membranes. The solid
line is addendum heat eapacity eontribution.

is the regulated "hath" temperat ure. Penetrating from the closed end are the electrical
conneetions for the thermometer and the heater. The open end is sealed with a brass
cap. A cavity is drilled in the ring wall, parallel to the cylinder axis, and a calibrated,
100 fl platinum thermometer, is snugly fitted. Wrapped around the exterior of the ring
is a resistive (manganin) heater wire. This ring is supported by a 0.3 cm diameter, 4 cm
long brass post which provides the thermal link to a larger, evacuated copper ehamber.
This chamber is rested on a large aluminum block partly submerged in a water bath.
With this configuration, we have been able to obtain reliable data over the temperature
range between 25 and 125°C. Below room temperatures may be achieved using a TED
(thermoelectric device) placed between the copper can and the aluminum block.
The calorimeter consists of a 10 kfl earbon f1ake th~rmistor and a 50 fl Evanohm

heater attached to the same side of a 10 mm diameter, 0.1 mm thick sapphire disk.
Sapphire was chosen for its rigidity, f1atness, high thermal conductivity, and low heat
capacity. lt is also compatible with many solvents allowing thorough surface cleaning
before sample placement. The thermistor f1akehas the advantage of its extremely small
size, less than 0.05 mm on side, which allows a quick response to temperature changes,
i.e., a short internal time constant. Small amounts of adhesive, such as GE varnish or
1266 Stycast [301 epoxy, are used to attach the thermistor and heater to the sapphire disk.
This minimizes the addendum heat capacity while ensuring good thermal contacto The
temperature sensor, heater, and sapphire disk arrangement has an internal time constant
of approximately 1.26 seconds (a high frequency roll off ofO.7911z). Attempts with larger
thermistors resulted in internal time constants longer than the external time constant,
giving an unacceptable frequency profile, i.e. no plateau. The heater and thermistor leads
are thermally anchored to the ringoThe length of the leads from the sapphire disk to the
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ring, and thei, eross-sectional area, control the external time constant. Bere, copper leads,
25 mm long and 0.22 mm in diameter, giving an external time constant of approximately
31.4 seconds (a low frequency roll off of 0.032 Hz) were used. The addendum heat ca-
pacity is 42 mJ/K at 30oG. The applied voltage frequency was 0.055 Hz and the induced
temperature oscillations were approximately 2 mK in amplitude. With 10 mK steps in
temperature, a wait time of 7 minutes and averaging for 8 minutes at each temperature,
a relative resolution of 0.2% or better in heat capacity is achieved.
An example of a heat eapacity measurement for bulk 8GB, a thermotropic liquid crystal

that undergoes a second order smectic-A to nematic and a weakly first order nematic to
isotropie phase transition, is shown in Fig. 5. The measurement was performed using less
than 9 mg of liquid crystal material forming a droplet and plaeed on top of the sapphire
disk, opposite to the thermistor and heater. It was allowed to spread naturally over the
sapphire, We estimate the drop to have a thickness of 0.2 mm over an 8 mm diameter. The
system was cycled in temperature several times to ensure complete settling of the material
onto the disk. Gomparing with Ref. [91, where measurements in a highly sophisticated,
high resolution adiabatic seanning calorimeter required 21 grams of material, comparable
data quality was obtained with 103 less mass. Although we seem to measure a smaller
peak at the smectic-A to nematic transition, it is merely a consequence of the large
spacing (10 mK) among consecutive data points. After data analysis, identical critical
exponents to those quoted in Ref. [9]' to within experimental error, were found. This
clearly demonstrates the remarkable sensitivity of this technique using very little material.
We remar k that we have suecessfully studied liquid crystal phase transitions using less
than 2 mg of material [32J.
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FIGURE6. The change in phase shift, toa, between the applied heat and the induced temperature
oscillations and heat capacity for bulk 8CB at the weakly first order, nematic to isotropic, phase
transition (above) and the second order, smectic-A to nematic, phase transition (below). For this
run, 9.01 mg of 8CB from a different batch was used.

The phase shift change, ~a, for a dilferent sample of bulk SCB, 9.01 mg, is presented
in Fig. 6. At the weakly first order nematic to isotropic phase transition, there is typically
a very sharp peak in ~a almost coincident with the observed heat capacity peak. This
has been interpreted as being the region of two phase coexistence for a first order transi-
tion in the sample. For a second order phase transition there is, typically, a decrease in
~a, presumably due to the absence of latent heat and a correlation length diverging to
macroscopic length scales. For the smectic-A to nematic phase transition of SCB, we find
a very small decrease in the phase shift, consistent with the second order nature of this
transition.

5. SUMMARY

\Ve have presented in overview of the AC calorimetry technique and demonstrated its
versatility over a wide temperature range. The greatest advantage being its sensitivity at
near equilibrium conditions. We have shown that with computer averaging and lock-in
amplification detection, high resolution requiring only small samples is achieved. The
latter may be important for certain systems where large masses are unavailable. This
allows detailed study of many systems and phase transitions. Information on system
hardware, computer programming and materials have been referenced whenever possible.
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